
The art of hospitality. Redefined.
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Are you looking for a unique location to stay, dine and meet? 
Terhills Hotel in Maasmechelen is the only one of its kind for 
this purpose. This four-star hotel with 59 luxury rooms 
is located in the main colliery building of the former Eisden  
mining site, where rich history merges seamlessly with  
modern luxury. 

Located at Terhills between the Hoge Kempen National 
Park, Maasmechelen Village, Terhills Cablepark and Elaisa  
Wellness, Terhills Hotel offers access to several paradises. 
Unspoiled nature, a unique wellness spa, adventurous water 
fun and high-end shopping. You can do it all here.

From mining site  
to tourist hotspot
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On arrival at Terhills Hotel, you can’t miss the link to its  
industrial past. The imposing baroque architecture and 
symmetrical garden show the richness of the coal mining past 
by surprising you with artfully cut hedges and the soothing 
sound of a fountain. Immense pit headframes beside Terhills 
Hotel are a reminder of the underground work that was carried 
out here.

These historical details combine beautifully with the modern, 
luxurious decor of the hotel rooms. The restaurant and bar  
also combine contemporary design with a playful variation on 
the past. The contemporary-designed conference rooms 
also have excellent luminosity thanks to the large windows, 
which offer a calming view of the former mining site.

A touch of history
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Details in the interior of Terhills Hotel also bring its opulent 
history to life. In the stairwell, the restored stone staircase  
still sags slightly due to underground coal mining. The safe 
door, behind which the miners once received their paychecks, 
now provides access to the toilets. Impressive!
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Hotel room, bedroom, dream room ... A total of 59 elegant 
and tastefully decorated rooms are available, including  
5 suites and 2 family rooms. Obviously equipped with all the 
luxury facilities you could want!

Staying at  
Terhills Hotel
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Terhills Hotel is a versatile location where you can perfectly 
combine your business meetings with relaxation and fun. 
This way, you will definitely get the most out of your day.

Meetings

The modern Terhills Conference meeting complex, located 
next to the hotel, offers an inspiring view of the hotel’s 
shaft head frames and French garden. This original setting 
is ideal for meetings, incentives, conferences, receptions, 
brainstorming sessions, corporate events... Anything is 
possible! All rooms are fitted with large windows which let in 
lots of light. Suitable for 8 up to 400 people.

Terhills Conference
Up to 400 participants
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Meeting 
rooms

m2 Theatre Classroom Boardroom U-shape Diner

Schachtzaal 42 60 24 18 18 -

Tuinzaal 108 90 40 32 26 -

Spoorzaal 130 106 60 40 40 96

Terhillszaal 105 82 42 36 26 64 

Plan Terhills Conference 

Tuinzaal Schachtzaal

Spoorzaal Terhillszaal
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The medium-sized Tuinzaal of Terhills Conference offers  
108 m² of meeting space. Beautiful light characterises 
the room and an extra plus is the adjacent private terrace, 
including an inspiring view of the French garden. Ideal for 
a warm welcome or a welcome break during your event... 
Back to business? Thanks to the large projection screen with 
projector, this is guaranteed to run smoothly.

Tuinzaal
Up to 90 participants
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With its 42 m², the Schachtzaal is the smallest room at  
Terhills Conference, but certainly not the least. The high  
window offers a spectacular view of the old pit headframe 
and provides plenty of natural light. A high-quality screen is 
available for all your presentation needs!

Schachtzaal 
Up to 60 participants
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Do you have a large-scale event planned? With a surface  
area of 130 m², the Spoorzaal will certainly meet your  
expectations. Terhills Conference provides a large movable 
television screen with the option of videoconferencing! As 
a bonus, the Spoorzaal has access to an adjacent private  
terrace from which you have a view of the pit headframe and 
the lush greenery of the National Park. A little something to 
please the eye!

Spoorzaal 
Up to 140 participants
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A fantastic view over the brand new Terhills Events event 
zone is just the beginning: the 105 m² Terhillszaal has a cosy 
lounge and a bar. This makes it the ideal space for a dinner 
or networking drinks with that little extra ambiance. Relaxed 
atmosphere included!

Terhillszaal 
Up to 115 participants
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TIP

For large events 
Need more space? The Tuinzaal and the Schachtzaal 
can be combined to create a total meeting area of  
150 m². The Spoorzaal and the Terhillszaal can also 
be let out as one large space; together accounting for 
235 m² of surface area. They form the perfect setting 
for seminars with keynote speakers, company parties 
and networking moments.



Looking for an open-air square where you can organise a  
high-quality and large-scale event? Then the brand-new 
event zone Terhills Events is at your disposal. It is located 
right next to the Terhills Hotel. Here the pit headframe can 
be admired in all its glory; an icon from Maasmechelen’s 
industrial past. 

Where coal used to be extracted from the ground, you can 
now find a beautiful, green and furnished area that is ideal 
for organising large open-air events. The Terhills conference 
meeting rooms are ideal for use as VIP, press, production  
or artist space. They additionally offer direct access to the 
event zone.

Terhills Events
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Enjoy the many things on offer with a fun team building  
activity in our French Garden. This beautiful outdoor space  
is perfect for fun with the whole team. How about fencing, a  
yoga session, boot camp or adventurous highland games? 

Looking for something even a little tougher? Start your  
morning or end your day with a walk over hot coals... Coal  
used to be extracted from under the ground at Terhills, now we 
walk over hot coals above ground. Not for the faint of heart!

Say ‘oui’ to team  
atmosphere in the garden
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Bistro Bureau Bouveau  
welcomes you

In 2024, Bistro Bureau Bouveau added a new layer for 
food enthusiasts. You can deeply explore the flavors and  
atmosphere of the top shelf here. The restaurant offers a  
varied menu of dishes prepared fresh daily. You can enjoy 
both lunch and dinner here. The bar is open daily from  
12 pm and offers tantalizing cocktails as well as light dishes 
and savory snacks.
 
The name and concept of Bistro Bureau Bouveau refer to 
the contrasting worlds of underground mining life and 
the magnificent management buildings above it. While the 
miners toiled hard in the coal seams — known as “bouveau” 
— the clerks luxuriated in elegant offices above ground. The 
engineer versus the miner. Light versus dark. Bistro Bureau 
Bouveau reconciles the two worlds, but also challenges them 
by placing them side by side. Taste the contrast for yourself 
during a visit to Terhills or a stay at Terhills Hotel!
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Feel the heartbeat of nature. This is not the Terhills slogan  
for nothing. This home of the main gateway to the Hoge  
Kempen National Park is the ideal starting point for a  
visit to Terhills and the National Park. You can walk  
undisturbedly through this vast area of nature using mapped  

out routes with distances from 1.4 km to 10.9 km. The wooded 
former slag heaps (“terrils”) are unique to this hiking area. These 
mining stone mountains were created by the accumulation of 
excess soil that was excavated during the former coal mining 
activities.

Terhills, main gateway  
to Belgium’s  
only National Park
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At the summits of the terrils, the hiker is rewarded with a 
wide-sweeping view over a landscape of mountains and  
lakes. Are you eager to learn more about local nature or add  
extra experiences to your visit? National Park Rangers  
provide interesting tours, from a hike combined with beer  

tasting to a full moon hike. But visitors can also explore on  
their own.

Terhills is a versatile venue that gives you the opportunity to 
upgrade your corporate events with a healthy dose of pure 
relaxation.
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Without disturbing the peace of the surrounding nature reserve, 
within walking and biking distance of Terhills Hotel is a place where 
adrenaline reigns supreme: the Terhills Cablepark. In this idyllic  
setting you can water ski, wakeboard or kneeboard. Ideal for an 
adventure break. 

In the best months, you’ll also find the aqua park open: a  
challenging, inflatable obstacle course with obstacles up to 
four metres high. Who dares? The water attraction allows you to  
simultaneously climb over obstacles, slide on cushions and enjoy a 
genuine water extravaganza. 

Those who prefer to watch can settle down at the beach bar. 
With sand, beach chairs, canopies and umbrellas, a real beach  
atmosphere prevails here. The most beautiful sunset in the region 
does the rest!

TIP

This location isn’t only perfect for a challenging team- 
building activity, but also a fun barbecue or beach party.

Terhills Cablepark
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Our neighbour, Terhills Resort by Center-
Parcs, also offers lots of fun activities. 
From swimming in the Aqua Garden 
to Adventure Golf, the digital escape 
room X-Cube or fun water-based  
activities such as stand-up paddling, or 
sailing on the lake in an electric boat.

Terhills Resort  
by Center Parcs
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Do you fancy lunch or an evening meal? 
With the electric Terhills shuttlebus you 
can easily reach Terland Restaurant, 
located in the brand-new Terhills Resort. 
This trendy restaurant welcomes you to 
the beach, including the Beach House. 
Be sure to also discover the latest new 
hotspot, The Shelter. This trendy covered 
outdoor bar can be rented privately for 
groups of between 25 and 100 people.

Terland
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Elaisa offers much more than just wellness. At the Elaisa Inspiration Center, you 
will find a broad spectrum of workshops with a varied range of floors on different  
levels. Discover the unique Temazcal experience (Mexican sweat lodge). During  
this session, combined with a personalised keynote, you will connect with your core 
strength and that of your team members. This forms the basis for achieving your 
goals and discovering new insights.

Elaisa Inspiration Center
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Also for fashion lovers who want to shop in style and enjoy 
a discount Terhills Hotel is the perfect base camp. Maas-
mechelen Village, adjacent to Terhills, welcomes you seven 
days a week to a picturesque, car-free environment.

Maasmechelen Village 

With over a hundred luxury fashion and lifestyle  
brands the offer is immense. Moreover, when it comes  
to gastronomy, we have you covered: the four restaurants in 
the Village will be happy to provide a private lunch or dinner 
for your group.
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THE BAKERY by Panerex3

TERHILLS HOTEL & CONFERENCE2

4 MAASMECHELEN VILLAGE

TERHILLS CABLEPARK5

ELAISA ENERGETIC WELLNESS7

TERHILLS RESORT6

TERLAND RESTAURANT & BEACH6A

TERHILLS, MAIN ENTRANCE GATE 
HOGE KEMPEN NATIONAL PARK 
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Zetellaan 68  •  3630 Maasmechelen  •  Belgium

+32 (0)89 73 09 09  •  events@terhillshotel.com

www.terhillshotel.com

Accessibility  Terhills Hotel

NETHERLANDS

BELG IUM

GERMANY
Cologne

Dusseldorf

Liege

Maastricht

Maasmechelen

Dilsen-Stokkem
Antwerp

Eindhoven

Brussels

Aachen
E25

E25

E313

E314
E314

A79

N78

33

56 min.

23 min.

Hasselt
33 min.

36 min.

42 min.

72 min.

68 min.
67 min.

78 min.

 

 


